
Abstract

JAGANNATH , SANDHYA . Utility Guided Pattern Mining (Under the direction of Dr. Jon

Doyle).

This work is an initial exploration of the use of the decision-theoretic concept of utility

to guide pattern mining. We present the use of utility functions as against thresholds and

constraints as the mechanism to express user preferences and formulate several pattern

mining problems that use utility functions. Utility guided pattern mining provides the twin

benefits of capturing user preferences precisely using utility functions and of expressing

user focus by choosing an appropriate utility guided pattern mining problem. It addresses

the drawbacks of threshold guided pattern mining, the specification of threshold and the

assumption of a fixed level of interest. We examine the problem of mining patterns with

the best utility values in detail. We examine monotonicity properties of utility functions and

the composition of utility functions from sub-utility functions as mechanisms to prune the

search space. We also present a top-down approach for generating projected databases from

FP-Trees, which is an order of magnitude faster than methods proposed in the literature.
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Chapter 1

Introduction and Motivation

1.1 Introduction

Frequent Pattern Mining Frequent pattern mining is the mining of patterns that occur

frequently in a dataset. It is an important problem in data mining. In addition to frequent

patterns themselves being of interest, frequent pattern mining also plays an essential role

in several data mining problems, such as mining of association rules [2], correlations [6]

and sequential patterns [4].

The frequent pattern mining problem can be described informally as follows. A set of

items is chosen from the domain of interest and is called a catalog. An itemset is a subset

of items from the catalog. The dataset to be mined is a database of transactions, where each

transaction contains an itemset. For example, in the market-basket scenario, the catalog is

the set of all items sold at a store. A transaction contains the set of items bought in one visit

to the store. The transaction database is a set of such transactions.

The support of an itemset is the number of times it occurs in the transaction database. A

support threshold is specified and an itemset is said to be frequent if its support exceeds this

minimum value. Frequent pattern mining is the mining of all itemsets from the transaction
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database that have a support greater than the specified support threshold.

Frequent pattern mining was introduced in [2] as a sub-problem of association rule

mining. This paper presented the division of the association rule mining problem into two

sub-problems, frequent pattern mining and rule generation. Frequent patterns were first

mined from the transaction database and association rules then generated from them. The

complexity of mining the dataset was isolated into the frequent pattern mining step. Since

then much research has gone into increasing the speed and efficiency of this step [9].

Mining Interesting Rules Minimum support guided frequent pattern mining produces

large numbers of frequent patterns and consequently a large number of association rules.

Mechanisms to filter out uninteresting rules and generate interesting association rules were

proposed in [10]. Templates were used to allow users to specify items whose presence

made rules interesting and those whose presence made rules uninteresting. Item constraints

were used during the generation of rules after frequent pattern mining.

Constrained Frequent Pattern Mining In constrained frequent pattern mining, con-

straints are expressed over properties of items and itemsets. These constraints take the form

of requiring the presence or absence of items in frequent patterns or of thresholds on the

values of attributes of items or itemsets that every mined frequent pattern must meet. Con-

straints are integrated into the frequent pattern mining algorithm rather than being used as a

filtering mechanism during or after generation of association rules from frequent patterns.

The selectivity of constraints is used to reduce the number of frequent patterns mined,

making frequent pattern mining and rule generation more efficient. Several constraints

were integrated into frequent pattern mining, including item constraints [16], minimum

improvement [5], monotone, anti-monotone, succinct and convertible constraints [12],
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[8], [14]. [16] presents the use of item constraints in frequent pattern mining. Constraints

are specified as boolean expressions over the presence or absence of items or taxonomies

of items. Only frequent patterns satisfying the specified item constraints are mined. Ng et

al in [12] introduce constraints that can be expressed over the domain and class of items, as

also over values and aggregates of item and itemset attributes. The authors also introduce

classification of constraints by properties such as anti-monotonicity and succinctness and

used them to prune itemsets while mining. Such constraints with the property of convert-

ibility are introduced in [14]. Constraint-based mining of correlations, by exploration of

anti-monotonicity, succinctness and monotonicity is studied in [8].

Constrained frequent pattern mining has the following advantages over frequent pattern

mining:

� Selectivity of constraints can be exploited to make the pattern mining process

faster and more efficient.

� Users can focus mining on the broad phenomena they have in mind [12].

1.2 Motivation

Although constrained frequent pattern mining offers two major advantages over frequent

pattern mining, both suffer the following disadvantages:

� Constraints are typically specified as thresholds over values of attributes of

items or itemsets. This poses several problems. It is not clear how a threshold

is to be chosen. A user may guess a threshold and may have to adjust the

threshold if too many or too few itemsets are returned as described in [12].

� Constraint pattern mining presupposes a fixed level of interest on the part of

the user. Every itemset that meets the constraint is interesting and all itemsets
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that do not meet the constraint are not. However, not all patterns returned may

be of equal interest to the user. The user may have preference for one pattern

over another, but there is no way to capture this preference. For example,

amongst all the itemsets that meet a price threshold, the user may prefer the

more expensive ones to the less expensive ones. Such a preference cannot be

captured in the threshold guided setting.

In order to capture user preferences precisely, we examine the use of the decision the-

oretic concept of utility to guide pattern mining. We present the use of utility functions

as against thresholds and constraints as the mechanism to capture user preferences. The

use of utility functions to express user preferences permits several pattern mining problems

to be formulated. We examine one such problem in detail. This work is thus an initial

exploration of the use of the decision theoretic concept of utility in pattern mining.

Decision Theory and Utility Decision theory deals with the making of decisions. A

decision consists of choosing an action from amongst alternatives. The set of all possi-

ble actions and outcomes are enumerated. Probability measures are used to indicate the

likelihood of each possible outcome for each possible action.

The decision maker has preferences over outcomes. Given two outcomesA andB,

A � B denotes thatB is preferred overA. A � B denotes thatA is preferred overB and

A � B denotes that bothA andB are equally desirable or equally undesirable.

A utility function is a measure of outcome value. It assigns a numeric value called

utility to each outcome, called the outcome’s utility. A utility function thus ranks outcomes

according to the preferences of the decision maker. If the decision maker prefers outcome

A over outcomeB, that is,A � B, then utility ofA is greater than the utility ofB.

The expected utility of an actiona is calculated as the utility of all possible outcomes
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weighted by their probability of occurrence fora.

A rational action is the one which maximizes expected utility [7].

In this work, the concept of expected utility is not used. Instead, a simplified concept of

utility is used where each action is associated with an outcome and a rational action is the

one which maximizes utility or leads to the outcome preferred most by the decision maker.

Utility Guided Pattern Mining The decision theoretic concept of utility is applied to

pattern mining as follows. The user’s preferences over itemsets are captured by a utility

function. The utility function is a measure of the value of itemset to the miner. It assigns a

numeric utility value to each itemset, such that when a miner prefers an itemsetA over an

itemsetB, the utility of the itemsetA is greater than that of itemsetB. The utility function

thus ranks itemsets according to user preferences. Several interesting data mining problems

that use utility functions can be formulated. Utility guided pattern mining consists of using

utility functions to guide pattern mining.

Utility guided pattern mining addresses the problems with frequent and constrained

frequent pattern mining as follows:

� Rather than specify thresholds, the user can describe the interestingness of

itemsets by constructing an appropriate utility function. Utility functions allow

expression of interestingness directly. For instance, the utility of an itemset

can be expressed as a function of its attributes. The utility function imposes

an ordering over itemsets and an appropriate pattern mining problem can be

chosen to select itemsets of interest to the user.

� Utility functions allow user preferences to be captured precisely. An itemset

with a higher utility is more interesting than another with a lower utility.
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1.3 Examples

The market basket scenario was referred to in section 1.1, when introducing the concept of

frequent pattern mining.

In this section, we present and discuss the market basket scenario in detail. We use it

as an aid to present examples of utility functions and utility guided pattern mining. This

scenario will also be used throughout this work for explaining concepts and for presenting

examples.

The market basket scenario consists of a store that sells some products and buyers that

buy them at the store.

Let the catalog of items sold at a store beC = fa; b; c; d; e; f; g; h; i; jg. The items have

prices as presented in Table 1.1. A transaction database,D is presented in Table 1.2. Each

transaction in the transaction database contains the set of items bought in one visit to the

store by a customer.

Examples of Utility Functions

1. Let the utility of an itemset be defined as its support in the transaction database. The

utility of the itemsetfa; jg is 3.

Some interesting pattern mining problems using this utility function are mining the

most frequent patterns of each length and mining the most frequent patterns from the

transaction database.

The frequent pattern mining problem can be formulated as a utility guided pattern

mining problem two ways. A binary utility function may be used, that assigns a

utility of one to itemsets with support greater than or equal to the minimum support

threshold and a utility of zero to all others. For instance, if the support threshold
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Item Price
a 3
b 2
c 6
d 4
e 2
f 1
g 2
h 1
i 1
j 1

Table 1.1: A sample catalog with prices of items

TID Itemset
1 ff; a; b; d; h; jg
2 fa; e; h; jg
3 fc; a; i; g; j; e; dg
4 fe; f; gg
5 fi; d; b; e; gg
6 feg
7 fd; i; g; a; f; bg
8 fb; e; f; g; h; ig

Table 1.2: A sample transaction Database, TID denotes the transaction identification num-
ber
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is set at5, then the itemsetsfeg andfgg have a utility of one and all others have a

utility zero.

The utility of an itemset can also be defined as its support and all itemsets with utility

greater than a specified utility threshold can be mined. This leads to the expression

that all itemsets with support above the threshold are interesting and an itemset with

greater support is more interesting than another one with lesser support. If the support

threshold is set at2, then both itemsetsfa; jg andfe; gg are interesting, butfe; gg is

more interesting thanfa; jg.

2. In the market basket scenario, an interesting problem is mining itemsets that have

fetched the highest revenues over a period of time. The utility of the itemset here is

its revenue, described as the product of the price of the itemset and its support. For

instance the utility of itemsetfe; f; gg is 2� 5, that is10.

3. Suppose a supermarket chain sells its own line of cheaper products alongside other

well known and possibly more expensive brands. If a transaction contains a larger

share of brand name products as against products from the supermarket’s line, it

could signal that the user prefers brand name products. A product from the super-

market’s line in this transaction would indicate that the product fulfills a need that

the brand name products aren’t fulfilling. On similar lines, a brand name product in

a transaction with a majority of the supermarket’s line of products could signal that

there is a need that the supermarket line is not fulfilling yet. Utility functions can be

specified that mine both such sets of itemsets.
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Chapter 2

Terminology and Definitions

The previous section presented several examples that use utility functions in pattern mining.

In this section, the terms and notations that will be used hereafter in this work to discuss

utility guided pattern mining, are defined formally. Definitions and terms are explained

using the market basket scenario from Section 1.3.

Let C be the catalog of all possible items. It is defined as a finite set of all items from a

domain of interest. In the market basket scenario in Section 1.3, the catalog is the set of all

products sold by the store, that is,C = fa; b; c; d; e; f; g; h; i; jg.

LetN = jCj denote the number of items inC. In our example,N = 10.

An itemset is defined as a subset ofC. Itemsets are sets and therefore have no repeti-

tions of items.

Examples of itemsets arefa; b; jg andfd; b; jg.

Let I(C), abbreviated asI, I = 2C, be the set of all itemsets fromC.

In(C), abbreviated asIn, denotes the set of all itemsets of sizen from I.

LetL be a set of transaction identifiers.

A transaction is a two-tuple,(TID; I), whereTID 2 L andI 2 I. If t denotes a

transaction(TID; I), t:tid denotesTID andt:itemset denotesI.
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Consider the transaction database,D, presented in table 1.2. This transaction database,

D, has eight transactions, each of which is identified uniquely inD by its TID. An ex-

ample of a transaction ist = (3; fc; a; i; g; j; e; dg). Here t:tid = 3 and t:itemset =

fc; a; i; g; j; e; dg.

T (L; C), abbreviated asT , T = L�I, is defined as the set of all possible transactions.

A set of transactions,D � T , is called atransaction database iff D is functional in

L, that is, ift 2 D, thent:tid uniquely identifiest within D in the sense that ift0 2 D and

t:tid = t0:tid, thent = t0.

D(T ), abbreviatedD, denotes the set of all possible transaction databases overT .

A transactiont contains an itemsetX if X � t:itemset. The transactiont = (3; fc; a; i; g; j; e; dg)

contains the itemsetfd; g; eg.

An itemsetX occurs in a transaction databaseD if somet 2 D containsX.

For a transaction databaseD, I(D) denotes the set of all itemsets that occur inD.

For a transaction databaseD, In(D) denotes the set of all itemsets of sizen fromI(D).

A utility function is defined as a real valued function,U : (I � D) ! R. U(I;D)

denotes the utility or worth of the itemsetI appearing in the transaction databaseD.

In Example 2 in Section 1.3, the utility functionU is defined asU(I;D) = price(I)�

support(I;D), where the price of an itemset is the sum of the prices of the items in it.

For example, letI be the itemsetfb; dg. Let the prices of itemsb andd be $2 and$4

respectively. The support of the itemset,support(I;D) = 3. The utility of the itemsetI,

U(I;D) = 6� 3 = 18.
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Chapter 3

Formulation Of Pattern Mining Problems Using

Utility Functions

We introduced and formalized the use of utility functions in pattern mining in Chapters 1

and 2. In this Chapter, we discuss several pattern mining problems that use utility functions.

The problems are listed and discussed as follows.

1. Given a utility function, the basic mathematical problem is to evaluate the utility of

every itemset that occurs in the transaction database. This amounts to ranking all the

itemsets that occur in the transaction database by utility. This is the basic problem

only in the mathematical sense, a complete ranking over all itemsets is not typically

computed in practice. So it will not typically be a practical problem.

This problem is stated formally as follows:

Given a utility functionU and a transaction databaseD, for each itemsetI 2 I(D),

calculateU(I;D).

or

Given a utility functionU and transaction databaseD, rank all itemsets inI(D) by

11



their utility.

2. Mining a specified number of itemsets from a transaction database, that have the best

utility values w.r.t a utility function is an important pattern mining problem. This

allows the user to specify both the number,N , of itemsets he/she wants returned and

the utility ordering over them.N itemsets, from amongst the itemsets that occur in

the transaction databaseD, with the best utility values are returned. This problem is

stated formally as follows:

Given a utility functionU , a transaction databaseD and an integerN > 0, return

N itemsets fromI(D) such that for anyI; I 0 2 I(D), if I is amongst theN best

returned andI 0 is not, thenU(I;D) � U(I 0; D).

Thus, itemsets inI(D) with the best utility values are returned. That is, any itemset

amongst theN itemsets returned has utility equal to or better than the utility of any

item that is not returned.

The product recommendation problem, Example 2, discussed in Section 1.2 recom-

mendsN itemsets with the best utility values to the buyer.

3. Mining theN best itemsets can be restricted to itemsets of a certain size. The user

specifies the size,len of the itemsets he/she wishes to see.N itemsets with the best

utility values from amongst itemsets of sizelen in the transaction databaseD are

mined. This problem is stated formally as follows:

Given a utility functionU , a transaction databaseD, integersN > 0 andlen > 0,

returnN itemsets fromIlen(D) such that for anyI; I 0 2 Ilen(D) if I is amongst the

N itemsets returned andI 0 is not, thenU(I;D) � U(I 0; D).

4. Problem 3 can be generalized to mineN itemsets from amongst itemsests whose
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sizes lie between1 and a user specified maximumn with the best utility values. This

problem is stated formally below:

Given a utility functionU , a transaction databaseD, integersN > 0 andn > 0,

returnN itemsets fromI(D) whose sizes lie between1 andn such that for any

I; I 0 2 I(D), if I is amongst theN itemsets returned,I 0 is not and1 � jI 0j � n,

thenU(I;D) � U(I 0; D).

5. Problem 3 can be generalized to mineN itemsets from amongst itemsets of size at

leastn with the best utility values. The numbern is a user-specified minimum size.

N itemsets that occur in the transaction databaseD and whose lengths are greater

thann, with the best utility values w.r.t.U are returned.

Given a utility functionU , a transaction databaseD, integersN > 0 andn > 0,

returnN itemsets fromI(D) such that for anyI; I 0 2 I(D), if I is amongst theN

itemsets returned,I 0 is not andjI 0j � n, then thenU(I;D) � U(I 0; D).

13



Chapter 4

Pattern Mining using Utility Functions

We formalized the notion of utility guided pattern mining in Chapter 2. We presented and

formalized several interesting pattern mining problems that use utility functions in Chapter

3. Of the problems discussed in Chapter 3, we examine the basic mathematical problem

of ranking all itemsets inI(D) briefly. In the rest of this work we study the problem of

mining N itemsets with the best utility values in detail. In this chapter, we outline the

solutions to the above two problems. We then present the data representations we will

use for utility guided pattern mining. We present the lexicographic tree of itemsets as

a structural representation ofI(D) and projected databases as the representation used to

generate nodes of the lexicographic tree.

4.1 Ranking Itemsets by Utility

In this section we briefly discuss the problem of ranking all itemsets inI(D) by their utility.

This is the basic utility guided pattern mining problem in the mathematical sense.

To solve this problem we need to generate every itemset inI(D), calculate its utility

and store in on a priority queue. It is an interesting problem in the mathematical sense

14



since it requires the enumeration of the setI(D). We only present a broad outline of the

algorithm for this problem. The actual details of enumerating the setI(D) will examined

in conjunction with the discussion of miningN best itemsets.

Algorithm util � rank � outline is presented below.

Algorithm util � rank � outline

Inputs

1. Utility functionU

2. Transaction databaseD

Output The setI(D) ranked in the descending order according toU .

Method

1. Create a priority queuePQ to store itemsets. The utility of an itemset is its priority

onPQ.

2. Enumerate the setI(D).

3. For eachI 2 I(D)

(a) CalculateU(I;D).

(b) Add I toPQ with priority U(I;D).

4. Return itemsets in the decreasing order of priority fromPQ.

4.1.1 Analysis of the Algorithm

The algorithm takes timeO(I(D)).

The priority queue uses a space that isO(I(D)), since it stores every itemset from

I(D).
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4.2 Mining N itemsets with the best utility values

Problem 2 presented in Section 3 is an important problem in utility guided pattern min-

ing. In Section 1.2, a rational action was characterized as the one that maximizes utility.

Itemsets with the best utility values are analogous to rational actions, in that they are the

itemsets that are most preferred by the user. These provide maximal utility according to the

utility function the user has defined. Henceforth in this work, we will focus on the problem

of miningN itemsets with the best utility values.

In order to findN itemsets with best utility values, every itemset inI(D) has to be

enumerated and its utility calculated. Thus the entire search space has to be explored. Some

properties of the utility function allow parts of the search space to be pruned. This will be

discussed in later chapters. In this chapter, we assume no knowledge of the prooperties of

the utility function.

The broad outline of the solution to the problem of returningN itemsets with best

utility values is similar that of the problem of ranking all itemsets inI(D) by their utility.

However, since we are only interested in findingN itemsets, a size bounded priority queue

can be used to store itemsets while mining. The space taken by the priority queue then

becomesO(N), much smaller compared to the space overhead of the priority queue in

algorithmutil � rank � outline.

In the Section 4.2.1, we present size-bounded priority queues and we present the algo-

rithm util � nbest� outline, to mineN best itemsets, in section 4.2.2.

4.2.1 Size-bounded Priority Queues

A size-bounded priority queue is a priority queue that stores a fixed number of elements.

Let PQ(L) denote a size-bounded priority queue of sizeL. The following operations are
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defined for size-bounded priority queues.

1. create(L): Creates and returns a size-bounded priority queue of sizeL.

2. isFull(): Returns true ifPQ(L) hasL elements on it, otherwise returns false.

3. minPriority(): Returns the minimum priority of all the elements onPQ(L).

4. remove(e): Removes the elemente from PQ(L)

5. insert(e): If PQ(L):isFull() is false, this operation adds the elemente to PQ(L).

If PQ(L):isFull returns true, it does the following:

(a) pmin = PQ(L):minPriority().

(b) If priority(e) > pmin, replace an element fromPQ(L) that has prioritypmin

with e.

6. rankElements(): Returns the set of all elements inPQ(L), ranked in the decreasing

order of priority.

4.2.2 Algorithm to mine N itemsets with best utility values

The algorithmutil� nbest� outline is presented below which enumerates and calculates

the utility of every itemset inI(D). It uses a priority queue of sizeN to storeN itemsets

with the best utility values of the itemsets generated while mining.

Algorithm util � nbest� outline

Inputs

1. Utility functionU

2. Transaction databaseD
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3. The numberN of itemsets to be returned.

Output

N itemsets fromI(D) with best utility values w.r.t.U and their utility values.

Method

1. Create a size-bounded priority-queue of sizeN . pqN = create(N).

2. For each itemsetI 2 I(D) do

(a) CalculateU(I;D). The priority ofI isU(I;D).

(b) pqN :insert(I).

3. ReturnpqN :rankElements().

Analysis of the Algorithm

The analysis of the time complexity of this algorithm will be left to later chapters that

handle implementation details. The space complexity of this algorithm isO(N).

4.3 Lexicographic Tree of Itemsets

The algorithmsutil � rank � outline andutil � nbest � outline evaluated the utility

of every itemset inI(D). In order to enumerate the setI(D), we use the concepts of the

lexicographic tree of itemsets and projected databases presented in [1]. In [1], Agarwal

et al present the lexicographic tree of itemsets as a mechanism of enumerating itemsets. In

[1], projected databases are used to generate the nodes of the lexicographic tree in depth-

first, breadth-first or a hybrid method, for frequent pattern mining. We explain the concepts

of lexicographic tree and projected databases, as will be used for utility guided pattern
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mining, in the following section. Our definitions have been modified to fit the context of

utility guided pattern mining.

An orderR is chosen over the items inC. The lexicographic tree is a structural repre-

sentation ofI(D) with respect toR.

A lexicographic orderR overC is defined as a total order over items inC. For any two

itemsi1; i2 2 C, let i1 <R i2 denote thati1 precedesi2 in R andi1 >R i2 denote thati1

follows i2 in R. Then for anyi1; i2 2 C, eitheri1 <R i2 or i2 <R i1 wheneveri1 6= i2.

Given an orderR, the lexicographic tree is defined as:

1. A vertex exists in the tree corresponding to each itemset inI. The root of the tree

corresponds to the null itemset.

2. Let I 2 I = fi1; :::ikg be listed according toR. The parent of the nodeI is the

itemsetfi1; :::ik�1g.

The lexicographic tree contains every itemset inI. To enumerate every itemset in

I(D), we need a mechanism that ties in the enumeration of itemsets to their presence in

the transaction databaseD. We use projected databases for this purpose.

Given an itemset� 2 I ordered byR, let follow(�;R) denote all the items inC that

appear after the last item in� in the orderR.

Then all itemsets� [ � 2 I(D) such that� consists only of items infollow(�;R) lie

in the subtree rooted at the node� in the lexicographic tree for orderR.

4.4 Projected Databases

The lexicographic tree is a structural representation ofI(D) using an orderR. Generating

all the nodes of the lexicographic tree provides a way of enumerating all elements inI(D).
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TID Itemset
1 fa; b; d; f; h; jg
2 fa; e; h; jg
3 fa; c; d; e; g; i; jg
4 fe; f; gg
5 fb; e; f; g; ig
6 feg
7 fa; b; d; f; g; ig
8 fb; e; f; g; h; ig

Table 4.1: Example transaction database

The nodes of the lexicographic tree can be generated in a top down recursive manner by

generating children of the root node and then generating the sub-trees rooted at these child

nodes.

We therefore need a representation for transaction databases that allows such a top down

recursive generation of the lexicographic tree. The use of projected databases provides such

a representation. The sub-tree rooted at a node� in the lexicographic tree representing a

transaction databaseD can be generated from an�-projected database ofD. Projected

databases are examined in detail in this section.

We present the concept of projected databases with an example as follows. The trans-

action databaseD listed in Table 1.2 will be used here.

Here C = fa; b; c; d; e; f; g; h; i; jg. The lexicographic order,R, chosen overC is

(a; b; c; d; e; f; g; h; i; j). Itemsets in the transactions inD ordered byR are shown in Table

4.1.

Given an itemset� ordered byR, the�-projected database ofD, w.r.t. the orderR, is

obtained from the set of transactions inD that contain�. For example, if� is the itemset

fb; fg, then thefb; fg-projected database ofD is obtained from transactions1; 5; 7 and8.
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TID Itemset
1 fh; jg
5 fg; ig
7 fg; ig
8 fg; h; ig

Table 4.2: fb, fg-projected database

These are the only transactions inD with fb; fg as subset.

The itemsets in the�-projected database ofD w.r.t the orderR are the subsets of trans-

actions inD containing�, such that every item in the subset occurs is infollow(�;R).

The itemsets in thefb; fg-projected database ofD w.r.t R, are the subsets of transactions

1; 5; 7 and8, consisting of items that occur afterf in the orderR. Thefb; fg-projected of

D is shown in Table 4.2.

We formalize the notion of projected databases in the next section.

4.4.1 Formalization of Projected Databases

Choose a lexicographic orderR. Consider two itemsetsA;B 2 I. OrderA andB accord-

ing toR. The(itemset) projection of B onA w.r.t.R, denoted as�I(B;A;R), is defined

as the setC � B such thatC = B \ follow(A;R).

The (transaction) projection of a transactiont 2 T on an itemset� 2 I w.r.t. R,

denoted by�T (t; �; R), is defined as a transactiont0 2 T such thatt0:tid = t:tid and

t0:itemset = �I(t; itemset; �; R).

The (database) projection of a transaction databaseD on an itemset� 2 I w.r.t the

orderR, denoted by�DB(D;�;R), is defined as the transaction database which is the set

of projections of all transactions inD over� w.r.t. R. That is
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�DB(D;�;R) = f�T (t; �; R)jt 2 Dg.

�DB(D;�;R) is also denoted asD�(R). WhenR is clear from context,�DB(D;�;R)

is abbreviated toD�. � is called the prefix ofD�(R).

For example, the transactions in databaseD in Table 4.1 are ordered according to the

orderR, (a; b; c; d; e; f; g; h; i; j).

Transactions1; 5; 7 and8 havefb; fg as prefix.

The projection of the itemset(fa; b; d; f; h; jg onfb; fg is:

�I(fa; b; d; f; h; jg; fb; fg; R) = fh; jg.

The transaction projection of transaction1 onfb; fg w.r.tR is (1; fb; fg).

Thefb; fg-projected database ofD, �DB(D; fb; fg; R) orDfb;fg(R), is the set of trans-

action projections of transactions1; 5; 7 and8, as shown in Table 4.2.

An �-projected database,D�(R) along with its prefix� contains all the information

necessary to generate the nodes in the lexicographic tree that represent itemsets inI(D).

Along with�,D� contains the all the information needed for mining itemsets with� as

prefix fromD, whenD is being mined using the orderR. In the example above, thefb; fg-

projected database contains all the information needed for mining itemsets containingb; f

and items infollow(fb; fg; R).

Thefb; fg-projected database can be obtained fromD successively as follows:

1. Create thefbg-projected database ofD, Dfbg.

2. Create theffg-projected database ofDfbg(R) to getDfb;fg.

Formally, letA be an itemsetfa1; a2; : : : ; akg, wherejAj = k andA0 be the itemset

fa1; a2; : : : ; ak�1g.

Then�DB(D;A;R) can be obtained from�DB(D;A
0; R) as�DB(�DB(D;A

0; R); ak; R).
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If all itemsets inI(D) are enumerated using orderR overC, every itemset that starts

with � can be mined usingD�(R) and�. This is done by prepending� to itemsets mined

fromD�(R).

4.5 Mining the N best itemsets using Projected Databases

In the preceding sections it has been shown that given an itemset� 2 I(D), the nodes in

the subtree of the lexicographic tree rooted at� can be generated fromD�. This property

is used to enumerate all such nodes of the lexicographic tree as follows.

Let S = fi1; i2; : : : ; ikg � C be the set of all items that occur inD�. The utility of

the itemsetf� [ ig for eachi 2 S, U(f� [ ig; D) is calculated andf� [ ig-projected

databases,Df�[ig are generated. Eachf� [ ig-projected database is recursively mined in

the same way, to generate and evaluate all the itemsets inD�.

The algorithmutil � nbest � pdb is presented below. It is a detailed version of the

util � nbest � outline algorithm, which uses the projected database representation. This

algorithm uses the recursive functionutil � mine � nbest � pdb which enumerates and

calculates the utility of every itemset in a projected database.

Algorithm util � nbest� pdb

Inputs

1. Utility functionU

2. Transaction databaseD

3. The numberN of itemsets to be returned.

Output
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N itemsets fromI(D) with best utility values w.r.t.U and their utility values.

Method

1. Create a size-bounded priority-queue of sizeN . pqN = create(N).

2. Callutil �mine� nbest� pdb(D�(R); U; pqN)

3. ReturnpqN :rankElements().

Algorithm util �mine� nbest� pdb

Inputs

1. The projected database to be mined,D�(R)

2. Utility function,U

3. A size-bounded priority queuepqN

Output The size-bounded priority queuepqN

Method

1. LetS be the set of all items that occur infpD�(R). Let S = fi1; i2; : : : ; ikg where

jSj = k.

2. For each item,i 2 S do

(a) CalculateU(f� [ ig; D).

(b) Set the priority of the itemsetf� [ ig toU((f� [ ig; D).

(c) pqN :insert((f� [ ig).

(d) Outputfalpha [ ig andU(falpha [ ig; D).
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(e) Generate projected databaseDf�[ig(R).

3. Mine eachDf�[ig(R) by callingutil �mine� pdb(Dfalpha[ig(R); U; pqN).

4. ReturnpqN .

4.6 Other Utility Guided Pattern Mining Problems

Problem 3, that of mining theN best itemsets of a particular length, can be solved as

follows. Generate the�-projected database for each itemset� in In�1(D). In each�-

projected database, calculate the utility of itemsetsf� [ ig for each itemi that occurs in

the�-projected database.

Problem 4, that of mining theN best itemsets whose sizes lie between1 and a user

specified maximumn can be solved by recursively mining projected databases till the size

of the prefix reachesn.
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Chapter 5

Utility Guided Pattern Mining using FP-Trees

In this chapter, we discuss implementation details of projected databases. We implement

projected databases using FP-Trees.

Given an�-projected databaseD�(R), anf� [ �g-projected database,Df�[�g(R) for

any� � follow(�;R) can be constructed fromD�(R) . In this chapter we will examine

how the FP-tree representingDf�[�g(R) is obtained from the FP-Tree representingD�(R).

We will also presentutil � nbest� fp, an algorithm that minesN best itemsets using

FP-Trees.

5.1 Implementation of Projected Databases

Agarwal et al in [1] use the bitmap representation of transaction databases and suggest a hy-

brid breadth-first, depth-first approach for the generation of projected transaction databases.

This way of representing transaction databases and the method for generating projected

databases suffers from the drawback of copying the entire transaction database and more

into the memory. This algorithm performs better than the apriori algorithm for generation

of frequent itemsets only when the support thresholds are sufficiently low.
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Han et al present the FP-Tree data structure for frequent pattern mining in [9]. A

frequent pattern tree, or FP-Tree for short, is an extended prefix tree structure used to

compactly represent transaction databases. A FP-Tree is constructed to represent the trans-

action database. It is mined by generating conditional pattern bases, constructing FP-Trees

for the conditional pattern bases and recursively mining them. The conditional-pattern base

is a sub-database which consists of sets of frequent items co-occurring with the suffix pat-

tern. An ordering over the catalog of items is chosen while constructing the FP-Tree. A

conditional-pattern base differs from a projected transaction database in that the items that

occur in the conditional-pattern base of a suffix� all precede the items in� in the ordering

used.

The principal benefits of the FP-Tree method of mining frequent patterns are the fol-

lowing:

� Mining frequent patterns using FP-Trees takes only two passes over the trans-

action database, one for counting the support of single items and another for

constructing the FP-Tree, as against the Apriori algorithm and its variants,

where the number of passes over the transaction database is equal to the length

of the longest frequent pattern.

� The FP-Tree representation does away with candidate generation, which causes

a combinatorial explosion in the Apriori algorithm and its variants.

� Counting support is a significant overhead for Apriori and its variants as well

as the tree projection algorithm in [1]. Support information is maintained in

the FP-Tree and the support counting overhead is done away with.

� Conditional pattern bases are conveniently generated from FP-Trees and com-

pactly stored in the memory. Generation and storage of projected databases

presented in [1] is expensive. So mining with FP-Trees has a performance
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significantly better than Apriori.

To avail of these significant benefits, we use FP-Trees for the representation of projected

databases. We discuss the use of FP-Trees to represent projected databases in the following

section.

5.1.1 Representation of Projected Databases using FP-Trees

We use FP-Trees to represent projected databases. The representation of projected databases

using FP-Trees is formalized in this section.

Consider the�-projected database ofD, w.r.t. an orderR, D�(R). The FP-Tree rep-

resentingD�(R) is constructed from the transactions inD�(R). The orderR is used to

construct the FP-Tree. We denote this FP-Tree byfpD�(R).

The FP-Tree representingD is denoted byfpD(R), whereR is the order used while

constructing the FP-Tree.

The projected databaseD�(R) is represented by the two tuple(�; fpD�(R)).

D is represented by the two tuple(�; fpD(R)).

Itemsets of the formf�[�g are mined fromD�(R) as follows. The itemset� is mined

from fpD�(R) and� is prepended to it to obtain the itemsetf� [ �g.

The FP-Tree for the transaction databaseD, from Table 4.1, is shown in Figure 5.1.

The FP-Tree for thefb; fg-projected database ofD is shown in Figure 5.2. The itemset

fb; f; ig is mined by mining the itemsetfig from this FP-Tree and prependingfb; fg to it.

5.2 Constructing the FP Tree for a projected database

Consider first the problem of obtaining the FP-Tree for an�-projected databaseD�(R),

fpD�(R) from the FP-Tree representingD, fpD(R). The projected databaseD�(R) is
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   a:4

   f:2

   b:2    c:1

   d:1

   e:1

   g:1

   i:1

   j:1

   e:1

   h:1

   j:1

   b:2

   e:2

   f:2

   g:2

  null

   e:2

   f:1

   g:1   d:2

   i:1

   h:1    i:1   g:1    h:1

   i:1    j:1

Figure 5.1: FP-Tree for the transaction database in Table 1.2

   h:1   i:1

   i:1

  h:1   g:3

  null

  j:1

Figure 5.2: FP-Tree for the projected database in Table 4.1
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obtained from those transactions inD that have� as a prefix. These transactions are rep-

resented infpD(R) by paths containing�. Consider for example, the construction of

the fb; fg-projected database of the transaction databaseD in Table 1.2. This projected

database is obtained from transactions inD containingfb; fg. These transactions are rep-

resented in the FP-Tree in Figure 5.1 by paths containingfb; fg.

The�-projection of a transactiont inD is obtained ast:itemset\follow(�;R). There-

fore, given an FP-Tree,fpD(R), the set of all the sub-trees rooted at the last item in� con-

tains the set of all itemsets inD�(R). For the example above, the subtrees rooted atf in

paths containingfb; fg in the FP-Tree represent transactions inDfb;fg(R). These subtrees

when merged into a single FP-Tree representDfb;fg(R).

The FP-TreeD�(R) can therefore be obtained by merging such subtrees into one tree

rooted at a null node.

Let � = f�1; �2; : : : ; �ng, wherej�j = n. The FP-Tree,fpD�(R) is obtained from

fpD(R) by traversing all the paths infpD(R) which contain� and combining the subtrees

rooted at�n on these paths into a single FP-Tree.

Likewise, given a�-projected database(�; fpD�(R)), for� 2 I such that� = f�1; �2; : : : ; �mg

wherej�j = m, the FP-TreefpD�[�
(R) is obtained fromfpD�(R) by traversing all paths

in fpD�(R) that contain� and combining the subtrees rooted at�m on these paths into a

single FP-Tree.

The problem of constructingfpD�(R) from fpD(R) therefore consists of two subprob-

lems, of finding all paths infpD that contain� and of creating an FP-Tree obtained by

merging subtrees rooted at�n. In Section 5.2.1, merging of FP-Trees is explored.
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5.2.1 Merging Two FP-Trees

An FP-Tree stores itemsets that occur in the transaction database it represents and their

frequency counts. Two FP-Trees can be combined into one, by merging them. In the

merged FP-Tree, an itemset that occurs in both trees is represented by a single path, with

a frequency count that is the sum of the frequency counts in the two trees. An itemset that

occurs in only one tree is represented in the merged tree by a path and a frequency count of

the itemset in the single tree.

When two FP-Trees,fpD(R) andfpD0(R), representing the transaction databasesD

andD0 are merged, the FP-Tree obtained represents the transaction database(D [ D0). It

is denoted byfp(D[D0)(R).

The algorithmmerge is presented below. It merges two FP-Trees with the same item

at the root node. Given two FP-Trees,fpD(R) andfpD0(R), let r be the root offpD(R)

andr0 be the root offp0D(R). The algorithmmerge merges the tree rooted atr into the tree

rooted atr0 such that the tree rooted atr0 now represents the transaction databaseD[D0 and

therefore is the treefp(D[D0)(R). The algorithm recursively merges subtrees as follows. It

starts with the trees rooted atr andr0. For each childa of r, it checks ifr0 has a child node

that also representsa:item. If such a child, sayb exists, the frequency information stored

in a, a:frequency is added tob:frequency. If r0 does not have such a child, a new nodeb

identical toa is created and made the child ofr0. The nodeb now represents an occurrence

of a:item in D [D0. The functionmerge is called recursively on the subtrees rooted ata

andb, to transfer information present in thea-subtree into the subtree rooted atb.

Algorithm merge

Inputs

Roots noder andr0 of FP-TreesfpD(R) andfpD0(R) that are to be merged.

Output
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The FP-Treefp(D[D0)(R).

Method

1. If r:item 6= r0:item exit.

2. LetA = fa1; a2; : : : ; akg be thek children ofr in the orderR.

LetB = fb1; b2; : : : ; bkg be thek children ofr0 in the orderR.

3. For each nodea 2 A do

(a) Search for a nodeb in B such thata:item = b:item.

(b) If such a node does not exist

i. Create a new nodeb = (a:item; a:frequency).

ii. Insertb as a child ofr2 according to orderR.

else if such a node exists, call itb. Dob:frequency = b:frequency+a:frequency.

(c) Callmerge(a; b).

4. Return the FP-Tree rooted atr0.

Analysis of Algorithm merge

Let the number of nodes infpD beZ. Thenmerge takes timeO(Z).

5.2.2 Constructing a projected database

As discussed in Section 5.2, given�; � 2 I(D), D�[�(R) can be obtained fromD�(R),

by finding all paths infpD�(R) that contain� and merging the subtrees rooted at the last

item in�.
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The algorithmproject is presented below. Given an FP-TreefpD�(R) and an itemset

�, Algorithm project returnsfpD�[�
(R).

The algorithm starts by creating a null node as the treefpD�[�
(R). Let� = f�1; �2; : : : ; �mg,

wherej�j = m. Each path containing� in fpD�(R) is found and the subtree rooted at�m

is merged onto the FP-Tree,fpD�[�
(R), constructed thus far.

Algorithm project

Inputs

1. The FP-TreefpD�(R).

2. An itemset� 2 I such that� = f�1; �2; : : : ; �mg, wherej�j = m

Output

The FP-TreefpD�[�
(R).

Method

1. Create a new null node,rootnew, as root of the FP-TreeFPD�[�
(R).

2. Letroot be the root ofFPD�(R).

3. Find each occurrence of� in FPD�(R) and merge the subtree under the node�m

into fpD�[�
.

This is done by callingfind� and�merge(root; rootnew; �1; �; R).

The algorithmfind� and�merge is described below.

Algorithm find� and�merge

Inputs

1. The root,root, of the tree to be searched.
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2. The root,rootnew, of the new FP-Tree into which the subtrees are to be merged.

3. The item,key, currently being matched.

4. The entire itemset,pattern, currently being matched

5. The order,R, used for constructing the FP-Trees rooted atroot androotnew.

Output

The FP-Tree rooted atrootnew.

Method

1. If key = null returnroot.

2. Let child nodes ofroot, Child = fchild1; child2; : : : ; childkg

3. Fori from 1 to k do

(a) if root:item = key

i. keynew = the item inpattern next afterkey.

ii. if key = null, merge(root; rootnew).

elsefind� and�merge(childi; rootnew; keynew; pattern; R).

iii. Returnrootnew.

(b) find(childi; rootnew; key; pattern; R). returnrootnew.

Analysis of the algorithm LetZ be the number of nodes infD�(R). Then the algorithm

find � and � merge takes timeO(Z). Thefind � and � merge algorithm consists of

two components, finding paths in the FP-Tree that contain� and of merging the subtree at

that path into the FP-Tree being constructed for thef�[�g-projected database. Both these

steps take timeO(Z).
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   h:1

  null 

   g:1

   i:1    j:1

Figure 5.3: Merge of null FP-Tree and tree under(a : 2; b : 2; d : 2; f : 2) in Figure 5.1

ExampleConsider the FP-Tree in Fig 5.1. The FP-Tree for thefb; fg-projected database

is constructed fromfpD(R) according the the algorithmproject as shown in the Figures

5.3 and 5.4. A null node,rootnew, is created to representfpDfb;fg
(R). The subtree under

the nodef in the path(a : 2; b : 2; d : 2; f : 2) is merged with this tree as follows: The node

f has2 children,g andh. Sincerootnew does not have a childg, a newg node is created

underroot. Now the subtrees rooted at the twog nodes are merged. Theg node underf

has a childh, whereas theg node underrootnew does not. A newh node is created and

inserted under thisg node. The merging thus continues till the FP-Tree shown in Figure

5.3 is obtained. The subtree under path(b : 2; e : 2; f : 2) is then merged withfpDfb;fg
(R)

to get the FP-Tree shown in Figure 5.4.

5.3 Mining the N best itemsets using FP-Trees

In Section 5.2, we discussed the construction of the FP-TreefpD�(R) representing the

projected databaseD�(R). All itemsets of the form(� [ �) where� � follow(�;R)

can be enumerated usingD�(R) and�, therefore usingfpD�(R) and�. In this section

we exploit themerge algorithm discussed in Section 5.2.1 to provide an efficient way
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   h:1   i:1

   i:1

  h:1   g:3

  null

  j:1

Figure 5.4: Merge of tree in Figure 5.3 and tree under(b : 2; e : 2; f : 2)inF igure5:1

to enumerate all the itemsets contained inD�(R). We discuss a property of FP-Trees in

Section 5.3.1 that allows efficient splitting up of an FP-Tree into FP-Trees that represent

projected databases of children of its root node. This property is then used in Section 5.3.3

to present the version ofutil � nbest � pdb that uses FP-Trees.

5.3.1 Child Projected Databases

Let q be a node in the FP-TreefpD(R). The item and frequency information stored in

subtree rooted atq is needed during the mining of the subtrees rooted at its siblings that

are to the right ofq, that is its siblings that represent items infollow(q:item;R). This

information is not needed in mining the subtrees rooted at its siblings to the left.

If q is the left-most child of a nodep, the frequency information in the subtree rooted

at q can be transferred out into the subtrees to its right under nodep. The tree rooted atq

can then be cut out from underp. If I is the itemset on the path from the root to nodep,

the cut out sub-tree rooted atq represents thefI [ qg-projected databaseDfI[qg(R). The

algorithmmerge discussed in Section 5.2.1 is used to transfer information from the subtree

rooted atq into sibling subtrees rooted atp.
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Example

Consider the FP-Tree in Figure 5.1. The leftmost child of the null root node isa.

The item and frequency information stored in the subtree rooted ata is necessary while

constructingb; c; : : : ; j-projected databases. This information can be transferred from the

a-rooted tree into subtrees under the null root as follows. The sub-tree rooted at nodea is

cut out from under the null root. This subtree represents thea-projected database. The root

a node is replaced by a null root node. This new tree is merged with the original FP-Tree.

That is, theb subtree under the new root is merged with theb subtree under the old null

root. A newc subtree is created under the old null root and thee subtree in the new tree

is merged with thee subtree under the old null root. Thea-projected database can now be

mined independently of the rest of the FP-TreefpD(R).

Now the leftmost child under the null root offpD(R) is theb-node. Theb-projected

database can be cut out of the FP-TreefpD(R) as explained earlier. This process can be

repeated with other children of the null root node offpD(R), until fpD(R) is split up into a

number of child projected databases. Each projected database can be mined independently

of the rest. Thus the original FP-Tree is replaced by FP-Trees representing the projected

databases of the children of its root.

This splitting up of the FP-Tree is formalized as follows.

If S � C is the set of all items that appear inD�, then the children of the null-root

node offpD�(R) are the items inS ordered byR. LetS = fi1; i2; : : : ; ikg wherejSj = k.

ThenFPD�(R) can be split up intok FP-Trees representing thek projected databases

Df�[i1g; Df�[i2g; : : : ; Df�[ikg.

The algorithm,split�fp is presented below. The algorithm takes the FP-Tree for an�-

projected database,fpD�(R) as input. It splitsfpD�(R) into FP-TreesfpDf�[i1g
(R); : : : ; fpDf�[ikg

(R),

wherei1; : : : ; ik are the items that appear inD�(R). The algorithm starts with by cutting
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the leftmost subtree, rooted at the nodelchild, out of fpD�(R). The lchild root node in

this cut out subtree is replaced by a new null node. This FP-Tree represents thef� [ i1g-

projected database. The frequency information stored in this subtree is transferred to the

remainder offpD�(R). The algorithmmerge is used for this purpose. The process is

repeated with the other children.

Algorithm split� fp

Inputs

A FP-Tree,fpD�(R).

Output

FP Trees representing the projected databasesDf�[i1g; Df�[i2g; : : : ; Df�[ikg.

Method

1. Setroot to be the null-root ofFPD� .

2. While theroot has children do

(a) Letlchild be leftmost child node ofroot.

(b) Let li = lchild:item.

(c) Cut out the subtree rooted atlchild from underroot. Replace the root node of

this subtree,lchild with a new null root node,rootnew.

This subtree is the FP-Tree,fpDf�[lig
(R).

(d) Callmerge(rootnew; root).

(e) While merging, thread both trees appropriately.

(f) OutputfpDf�[lig
(R)).

Example
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Figure 5.5: Thea-projected database cut out of the FP-Tree in Fig 5.1

The cutting out of thea-projected database from the FP-Tree in Fig 5.1 is shown in Fig

5.5.

Analysis of the algorithm split� fp

Let the number of nodes infpD�(R) beZ. Thesplit�fp takesO(Z) time. This is because

split� fp cuts subtrees out of the input FP-Tree one by one and uses themerge algorithm

to transfer information out of them. Themerge algorithm takes time of the order of the

number of nodes in the FP-Tree it receives as input. Cutting out a subtree from an FP-Tree

takesO(1) time.
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The maximum space that the split FP-Trees generated by this algorithm occupy is

O(2N ), whereN = jCj. Though the total space required by the smaller FP-Trees can

be greater than the original FP-Tree, we expect the space required by the split up trees to

beO(Z). The original FP-Tree is replaced by a set of smaller split-up FP-Trees.

5.3.2 Comparison ofsplit� fp with fp� growth

In this section we provide a detailed analysis of the time complexity of splitting an FP-Tree

into smaller trees representing child projected databases of the null root node. We compare

the time taken bysplit � fp to the time taken by thefp � growth algorithm presented

in [9] would take to for the task of generating the child projected databases of FP-Tree’s

root node. Such a comparison is pertinent, because thefp � growth algorithm mines the

FP-Tree for frequent patterns by successively generating smaller FP-Trees that represent

conditional pattern bases. Conditional pattern bases are analogous to projected databases.

For the analysis we assume that every itemset inI occurs in the transaction database

D. The FP-Tree constructed for such a transaction database is maximal in the sense that

contains every possible path and node. Figure 5.6 illustrates one such maximal FP-Tree for

the catalogC = fa; b; c; d; eg.

The number of nodes accessed bysplit� fp while splitting such a maximal FP-Tree is

O(2N ), whereN = jCj, as there are2N � 1 nodes in the maximal FP-Tree. Thus the worst

case performance ofsplit� fp isO(2N ).

Given an FP-TreefpD(R) and an itemi 2 C, fp�growth generates the FP-Tree for the

fig-projected database as follows. It travels up the subpath that starts from an occurrence of

i in the tree to the root node to obtain thefig-projected transaction, also called conditional

pattern, represented by the subpath. It obtains the set of all such conditional patterns by

traveling up each path that has an occurrence ofi. This smaller database is used to construct
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an the FP-Tree representing thefig-projected database ofD.

The number of nodes accessed byfp � growth while generating thefig-projected

databases for alli 2 C, for a maximal FP-Tree such as the one shown in Figure 5.6 is

calculated as follows. The total number of nodes accessed is summation of the number of

nodes at each level of the tree times the number of nodes on a path from that level to the

root.

Number of nodes accessed

=
PN

m=1C
N
m � (m� 1)

= 2N
�
N
2

�
+ 1

Therefore the worst-case time taken byfp� growth isO(N 2N ).

Thesplit� fp algorithm isO(N ) faster than thefp� growth algorithm.

In general, if the nodes in an FP-Tree have an average depthd and the average branching

factor in the tree isb, split� fp takes timeO(bh). Thefp� growth algorithm takes time

O(d� bd).

5.3.3 Algorithm util � nbest� fp using FP-Trees

All itemsets of the form(� [ �) where� 2 I(D�(R)) can be enumerated fromfpD�(R).

We examine projected databases successively using the algorithmsplit � fp for this pur-

pose as follows. Iffi1; i2; : : : ; ikg is the set of all items that occur inD�(R), we split

fpD�(R) into FP-Trees repfpDf�[i1g
(R); : : : ; fpDf�[ikg

(R). The itemsetsf�[i1g; : : : ; f�[

ikg are generated while splittingfpD�(R). The utility of these items is calculated. We re-

cursively split up and mine each generated FP-Tree usingsplit � fp until the projected

databases of all itemsets inI(D�(R)) have been generated and evaluated. The algorithm

util � mine � nbest � fp presented below enumerates and calculates the utility of each
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Figure 5.6: A maximal FP-Tree

itemset inI(D�(R)). It uses FP-Trees to implement projected databases. It is a modifica-

tion of the algorithmutil �mine� nbest� pdb.

Algorithm util �mine� nbest� fp

Inputs

1. The FP-Tree to be mined,fpD�(R).

2. The utility function,U .

3. A size-bounded priority queuepqN

Output The size-bounded priority queuepqN

Method

1. LetS be the set of all items that occur infpD�(R). Let S = fi1; i2; : : : ; ikg where

jSj = k.

2. For each item,i 2 S do
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(a) CalculateU(f� [ ig; D).

(b) Set the priority of the itemsetf� [ ig toU(f� [ ig; D).

(c) pqN :insert(f� [ ig).

3. SplitfpD�(R) intok FP-Trees representing the projected databasesDf�[i1g; : : : ; Df�[ikg.

4. Mine eachfpDf�[ig
(R) by callingutil �mine� nbest� fp(fpDf�[ig

(R); U; pqN).

5. ReturnpqN .

We now present the algorithmutil�nbest�fp that returnsN itemsets with best utility

values using FP-Trees.

Algorithm util � nbest� fp

Inputs

1. Utility functionU

2. Transaction databaseD

3. The numberN of itemsets to be returned.

Output

N itemsets fromI(D) with best utility values w.r.t.U and their utility values.

Method

1. Create a size-bounded priority-queue of sizeN .

pqN = create(N).

2. Choose an orderR over items inC, that will be used to constructfpD(R).

3. TraverseD once and constructfpD(R).
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4. Callutil �mine� nbest� fp(fpD�
(R); U; pqN).

5. ReturnpqN :rankElements().

Analysis of the algorithm Every itemset is enumerated by the algorithm. Therefore,

theI-projected database is constructed for eachI 2 I(D). To calculate the time taken by

util � nbest � fp, we consider the maximal FP-Tree presented in Figure 5.6. Since the

I-projected database is generated for everyI 2 I(D), the sum of all nodes accessed by the

algorithm is calculated as follows. Order all items inC byR.
PN

m=1 Number of occurrences of themth item ofC in the FP-Tree� Number of nodes

in the subtree rooted at themth item.

Therefore, the number of nodes accessed

=
PN

m=1 2
(m�1) � 2N�m

=
PN

m=1 2
(N�1)

= N � 2(N�1)

The algorithmutil � nbest� fp makes only one path over the transaction database.

The time taken byutil � nbest � fp isO(N � 2N ) for the maximal FP-Tree. This is

the worst-case performance time of the algorithm. The space used isO(2N ).

For an FP-Tree with an average branching factorb and where the nodes have an average

depth ofd, the time taken isO(d� bd). The space used by the algorithm isO(bd).

Example The algorithmutil � mine � fp is explained with the help of an exam-

ple. For the transaction databaseD in Table 1.2, let the utility function be defined as

U(I;D) = revenue(I;D) for anyI 2 I(D). Consider the mining of thefb; fg-projected

database shown in Figure 5.2. The items that occur inDfb;fg areS = fg; h; i; jg. The

utility values,U(fb; f; gg; D), U(fb; f; hg; D), U(fb; f; ig; D) andU(fb; f; jg; D) are cal-

culated. For instance,U(fb; f; gg; D) = price(fb; f; gg; D)�support(fb; f; gg; D). If the
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prices ofb; f andg are3; 5 and2 respectively, thenprice(fb; f; gg; D) = 10. The support

of fb; f; gg is available from the FP-Tree,support(fb; f; gg; D) = support(fgg; Dfb;fg).

Therefore,U(fb; f; gg; D) = 10� 3 = 30.

The FP-Tree in Figure 5.2 is split up into thefb; f; gg, fb; f; hg, fb; f; ig andfb; f; jg

projected databases and each of them is mined recursively till all itemsets inDfb;fg have

been enumerated and evaluated.

5.4 Related Work

In the preceding sections, we have discussed the problem of enumerating all itemsets in

I(D) and calculating their utility. Enumerating all itemsets inI(D) is equivalent to fre-

quent pattern mining with a support threshold of one. In this section various methods in

the literature for frequent pattern mining are compared to theutil� nbest� fp algorithm,

which splits FP-Trees into child projected databases successively and mines the FP-Tree in

a top-down fashion.

The Apriori algorithm presented in [3] mines frequent patterns using a generate and

test paradigm. Candidate patterns of lengthk + 1 are generated from frequent patterns

of lengthk in the k + 1st iteration of the algorithm. The support of candidate itemsets

generated is counted by one pass over the transaction database. The itemsets identified as

frequent from amongst the candidates are used in the next iteration as discussed before. A

complete traversal of the transaction database is made at every iteration of the algorithm.

The total number of iterations over the transaction database is equal to the length of the

longest pattern. A very large number of candidate patterns are generated. The storing

and support counting of a large number of candidate itemsets is expensive. The Apriori

algorithm performs very poorly at low support thresholds.
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The tree projection algorithm presented in [1] does away with candidate generation by

using a lexicographic tree to enumerate frequent itemsets. The lexicographic tree is gen-

erated using projected databases in a breadth first, depth first or a hybrid of breadth and

depth first methods. A bitmap representation is used for projected databases. The breadth-

first approach suffers from the drawback of having to make one traversal of the transaction

database per iteration of the algorithm and from expensive support counting. The depth-

first approach makes support counting easier and localized to the projected database. It

suffers from having to maintain projected databases at all nodes along the path being ex-

amined. The hybrid approach of using breadth first generation for the initial levels of the

tree and the depth first approach at lower levels mitigates these drawbacks to a certain ex-

tent. The hybrid tree projection algorithm has performance similar to Apriori at higher

support thresholds, but outperforms Apriori at lower support thresholds. Significant contri-

butions made by this paper are the concepts of lexicographic tree and projected databases,

which do away with candidate generation and counting.

The frequent pattern tree is presented as a way to represent transaction databases in

[9]. Candidate generation is done away with. The number of passes over the transaction

database is limited to two. During the first pass, the support of singleton itemsets is cal-

culated. An ordering that arranges items in the descending order of support is chosen to

construct the FP-Tree. Items with greater support lie at the higher levels of the tree as com-

pared to items with lower support. The FP-Tree is mined recursively in a bottom up manner

by the FP Growth algorithm using the concept of conditional pattern bases. The FP-Tree

method of mining frequent itemsets is faster than Apriori and Tree Projection, even at low

support threshold levels.

Ourutil�mine�fp algorithm mines FP-Trees in the top down manner usingsplit�fp

andmerge. The FP-Tree recursively is split up into trees representing child projected
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databases. The performance of thesplit � fp algorithm is of the order of the number

of nodes in the FP-Tree. As the algorithm proceeds, the FP-Tree is split up into smaller

and smaller FP-Trees. While mining a conditional pattern base, the FP Growth algorithm

reads out the transaction database represented by the FP-Tree and then constructs another

FP-Tree to represent a conditional pattern base recursively. Our algorithm does away with

this overhead of reading transactions out of an FP-Tree and constructing another FP-Tree

by using the algorithmmerge to transfer information from a subtree into others where the

information is needed.

H-struct, a hyperlinked data structure for representing transaction databases and the H-

mine algorithm for frequent pattern mining are presented in [15]. The algorithm works as

follows. An ordering is imposed over the catalog. Transactions in the database are stored

in a hyper-linked data structure called the H-struct, with no compaction. A header table

stores the support and a hyper-link to a queue for each frequent item. The queue links in

all the transactions in the H-struct that start with the item. The projected database for the

first item in the ordering, sayi1 is in place as soon as the H-struct is constructed due to

all transactions containing this item being linked into its queue. This projected database

recursively mined by creating a new header table for items that occur in it and by linking

in queues of transactions into the header table. Once thei1-projected database has been

mined, the transactions ini1’s queue in the header table are added to the next item in the

ordering. The H-struct is mined by moving hyper-links and queues around. The entire

mining process takes place on the H-struct data structure constructed in the beginning. The

space requirements of this algorithm are very large, so the transaction database has to be

mined in parts and results then combined. This algorithm outperforms the recursive FP

Growth method only when the dataset is such that the FP-Tree built to represent it is not

compact enough. The advantagesutil � mine � fp has over H-mine are that it uses the
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compact FP-Tree representation and splitting an FP-Tree into projected databases takes

time of the order of the number of nodes in the FP-Tree.
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Chapter 6

Properties of Utility Functions

In Chapters 4 and 5, we discussed the problems of ranking all itemsets inI(D) according

to their utility values and of miningN itemsets with the best utility values. The algorithms

util � rank � outline andutil � nbest � fp enumerated every itemset inI(D). Some

properties of utility functions can be exploited to prune parts of the search space so that

some itemsets inI(D) are not enumerated. In this Chapter monotonicity properties of

utility functions are examined and used to derive bounds over the utility values the itemsets

generated from a projected database may take. The concept of utility thresholds is presented

and properties of utility thresholds are discussed. Bounds over values of the utility function

in projected databases and dynamic utility thresholds are used to prune projected databases

from the search space. The algorithmutil� rank� nbest�with� pruning is presented

which uses bounds and thresholds to prune projected databases.
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6.1 Related Work

The Apriori algorithm for mining frequent patterns presented in [3] exploits the ’Apriori’

property which says that supersets of an infrequent itemset cannot be frequent. Only item-

sets determined to be frequent in one pass are used in the generation of candidate itemsets

for the next pass.

Several properties of constraints are exploited during constrained frequent pattern min-

ing. Anti-monotonicity and succinctness properties of constraints are presented in [12].

A constraint is said to be anti-monotonic if whenever an itemsetI satisfies the constraint,

every subset ofI also satisfies the constraint. In other words, if an itemsetI does not satisfy

an anti-monotonic constraint, none of its supersets does. Succinct constraints allow enu-

meration of precisely the itemsets that satisfy the constraint. The monotonicity property

of constraints was introduced in [8]. A constraint is said to be monotone if whenever an

itemsetI satisfies the constraint, every superset ofI also satisfies the constraint. These

properties are exploited to limit generation of candidate itemsets in [12] and [8].

Convertible constraints are introduced in [14]. Constraints that exhibit anti-monotonicity

or monotonicity like properties when certain orders are imposed over the items in the cata-

log are called convertible constraints.

FP-Tree based constrained frequent pattern mining is discussed in [13], [14] and [11].

FP-Tree based constrained frequent pattern mining exploits properties of constraints to

prune projected databases out of the search space. If an itemset� does not satisfy an

antimonotonic constraint, the�-projected database is not mined. Succinct constraints allow

dividing the catalog into sets of items called optional and mandatory. The itemsets that

satisfy the constraint are those that contain one or more of the mandatory items and zero

or more of the optional items. The search space is pruned by ordering mandatory items
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before optional ones and only mining projected databases whose prefix contains at least

one mandatory item.

6.2 Monotonicity of Utility Functions

6.2.1 Monotonically Increasing Utility Functions

A monotonically increasing utility function assigns a greater or equal utility value to super-

sets of an itemset than to the itemset itself.

Definition

A utility function U is said to bemonotonically increasing if for two itemsetsI; I 0 2

I, U(I 0; D) � U(I;D) wheneverI 0 � I.

Several interesting utility functions are monotonically increasing. For example, the util-

ity function,U(I;D) = price(I;D), the sum of the prices of items in I, is monotonically

increasing as long for nonnegative item prices.

The utility functionU(I;D) = jIj, is also a monotonically increasing function.

6.2.2 Monotonically Decreasing Functions

A monotonically decreasing utility function assigns a lower or equal utility value to super-

sets of an itemset as compared to the itemset itself.

A utility function U is said to bemonotonically decreasing if for two itemsetsI; I 0 2

I(D), U(I 0; D) � U(I;D) wheneverI 0 � I.

The utility functionU(I;D) = support(I;D) is a monotonically decreasing function.

The support of an itemset in a database is greater or equal to that of its supersets.
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6.3 Bounds On Utility of Itemsets Using Monotonicity Prop-

erties

Supersets of� 2 I(D) are mined from an�-projected database. The monotonicity prop-

erties of utility functions can be used to derive bounds on the value the utility of supersets

mined from the�-projected database can take.

If U is monotonically increasing, the utility of any itemset mined from an�-projected

database will be equal to or greater than the utility of�. That is,

U(� [ �;D) � U(�;D) where� 2 I(D�).

If B is the set of all items that occur inD�, thenU(� [ B); D is the greatest utility

value any� [ � where� 2 2B, can have.

Every� 2 2B is a subset ofB. SoU(� [ B) � U(� [ �).

If U is monotonically decreasing, then any itemset mined fromD� will have utility less

than or equal to that of�. That is,

U(� [ �;D) � U(�;D) where� 2 I(D�).

For example, the ifU(I;D) = price(I;D), U is a monotonically increasing func-

tion. In thefb; fg-projected database, theU takes a minimum value ofprice(fb; fg; D).

From 4.2,U(fb; fg; D) = 3. From Figure 5.2, the items appearing in thefb; fg-projected

database areg; h; i andj. Hence the maximum value any itemset mined from thefb; fg-

projected database will take isU(fb; f; g; h; i; jg; D) = 8.

On the other hand, ifU(I;D) = support(I;D), the maximum valueU can take in the

fb; fg-projected database isU(fb; fg; D) = 4.
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6.4 Dynamic Utility Thresholds

Consider the problem of miningN itemsets with the best utility values. Define the set of

all time points as� . The utility threshold of a utility functionU at a point of timep 2 � is

defined as the minimum utility an itemset must have at timep for it to be amongst theN

best of the itemsets mined so far.

A utility threshold is represented as a real valued functionUT : (P�U)! R, where

UT (p; U) denotes the utility threshold of the utility functionU at timep. WhenU is clear

from context, for a point of timep 2 P, UT (p; U) is abbreviated asUT (p).

An itemsetI 2 I(D), generated and evaluated at any timet afterp can occur amongst

theN best of all itemsets enumerated till timet if U(I;D) � UT (p). This is a necessary

but not sufficient condition. IfU(I;D) � UT (p), I will not be amongst theN best of all

itemsets enumerated till timet. If U(I;D) � UT (p), then it is not guaranteed thatI will

be amongst theN best of itemsets enumerated thus far.

At a point of time,p, in the mining process, when at leastN itemsets have been gener-

ated, letumin be the minimum utility of theN best itemsets.

The utility threshold at the point of timep, UT (p) = umin.

Since,UT increases monotonically with time, for an itemsetI generated after timep,

if U(I;D) < UT (p), thenI will never occur amongst theN best.

The utility threshold changes dynamically throughout the mining process. In the fol-

lowing sections we will discuss how some of the properties of utility thresholds presented

above will be used in pruning the search space while mining theN best itemsets.
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6.5 Pruning Search Space Using Utility Thresholds And

Bounds On The Utility Function

Section 6.3 discussed obtaining bounds on the utility values a itemset generated from a

projected database can take. Section 6.4 discussed the threshold value any itemset must

have for it to occur amongst theN best. The two can be put together to prune out parts

of the search space, that is, to prevent mining of some projected databases, as discussed

further in this section.

Let the projected database being mined at a point of timep beD�(R). LetB be the set

of all items that occur in the�-projected databaseD�(R).

If U is monotonically increasing, then from Section 6.3,U(� [B;D) is the maximum

utility value any itemset generated fromD�(R) can have. So ifU(� [ B;D) is less than

UT (p), then no itemset� [ � for any� 2 2B can have a utility value greater thanUT (p).

The�-projected database can then be pruned from the search space.

This is so because:

U(� [B;D) � U(� [ �;D) for any� 2 2B

If U(� [ B;D) < UT (p) thenU(� [ �;D) < UT (p).

On the other hand ifU is monotonically decreasing, and ifU(�;D) < UT (p), then

D�(R) can be pruned from the search space.

This is so because:

U(�;D) � U(� [ �;D) for any� 2 2B

If U(� [ B;D) < UT (p) thenU(� [ �;D) < UT (p).
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6.6 Search Strategy

The utility threshold is used to prune projected databases from the search space as discussed

in the Section 6.5. The utility threshold increases monotonically with time. Therefore we

expect that if itemsets with higher utility values are discovered earlier, larger portions of

the search space may be pruned.

6.7 Algorithm util�rank�nbest modified to use dynamic

utility thresholds and search strategy

In this section, the algorithmutil � mine � nbest � fp � prune is presented which in-

corporates utility bounds and threshold based pruning of projected databases discussed

in this chapter. This is a variation of algorithmutil � mine � nbest � fp presented in

Section 5.3.3. It is a general algorithm that handles both monotonically increasing and

monotonically decreasing utility functions. This algorithm takes an�-projected database,

D�(R) as input and checks to see if it can be pruned from the search space. If it cannot

be, then it is mined recursively by splitting into child projected databases. The algorithm

util� nbest� fp� prune usesutil�mine� nbest� fp� prune to mine a transaction

databaseD.

Algorithm util �mine� nbest� fp� prune

Inputs

1. The FP-Tree to be mined,fpD�(R).

2. The utility function,U , which is either monotonically increasing or monotonically

decreasing.
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3. A size-bounded priority queuepqN .

Output

The size-bounded priority queue,pqN .

Method

1. Let S be the set of all items that occur infpD�(R). Let S = fi1; i2; :::ikg where

jSj = k.

2. umin representsUT (p) at a point of time beforeD�(R) is examined. If there are

more thanN itemsets onPQ, setumin to the utility of theN th itemset onPQ, else

setumin to�1.

3. If U is monotonically increasing, calculateU(� [ S;D). If U(� [ S;D) < umin,

return.

4. If U is monotonically decreasing, ifU(�;D) < umin, return.

5. For each item,i 2 S do

(a) CalculateU(f� [ ig; D).

(b) Set the priority of the itemsetf� [ ig toU((f� [ ig; D).

(c) pqN :insert((f� [ ig).

6. SplitfpD�(R) intok FP-Trees representing the projected databasesDf�[i1g(R):::Df�[ikg(R)

respectively.

7. Mine eachfpD�[fig
(R) by callingutil�mine�nbest�with�pruning(fpDf�[ig

(R); U; pqN).
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The utility threshold at the point of time whenutil �mine � nbest � fp � prune is

called is denoted byumin.

Algorithm util � nbest� fp

Algorithm util � nbest� pdb

Inputs

1. Utility functionU

2. Transaction databaseD

3. The numberN of itemsets to be returned.

Output

N itemsets fromI(D) with best utility values w.r.t.U and their utility values.

Method

1. Create a size-bounded priority-queue of sizeN . pqN = create(N).

2. Choose an orderR over items inC, that will be used to constructfpD(R).

3. TraverseD once and constructFPD using the orderR.

4. Callutil �mine� nbest� fp� prune(fpD�
(R); U; pqN).

5. ReturnpqN :rankElements().
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Chapter 7

Composition of Utility functions from Sub-utility

functions

Chapter 6 discussed monotonicity properties of utility functions and how they may be used

to prune parts of the search space. In this chapter, we go a step further and consider the

composition of utility functions from sub-utility functions and their use in utility guided

pattern mining. The properties of subutility functions as well the properties of their com-

position that enable pruning of the search space are examined. In this chapter, we also

explore utility functions that can be expressed as sub-utility functions over subsets of the

transaction database. The transaction database can be split up into subsets, each repre-

sented by an FP-Tree and each can be mined using its sub-utility function. The results of

mining these sub-transaction databases are then combined for the overall result. In the next

section, we discuss sub-utility functions in detail and then motivate the decomposition of

utility functions into sub-utility functions by examples.
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7.1 Sub-utility Functions

Modular utility representation is discussed in [17]. A utility function is a numerical mea-

sure of user preferences over itemsets in a transaction database. A utility function is said to

be defined over features, where a feature can be an attribute or some property of itemsets.

An interesting question here is whether a utility function can be defined as a composition

of smaller dimensional sub-utility functions over subsets of features. Suppose the utility

functionU is defined on a set of featuresF of itemsets, a functionSU is called a subutility

function ofU if it is defined over a set of featuresF 0 � F and if it uniquely determines the

preference order over itemsets that differ only in features inF 0. That is, when two itemsets

have the same values for properties inF � F 0, their preference ordering is determined by

their values of the properties inF 0.

A subutility function is a real valued functionSU : (I � D)! R.

The composition of the utility function from sub-utility functions such that the utility

function is the sum or product of the sub-utility functions, each weighted by a scaling

constant, is called multiplicative composition.

Examples

1. Consider Example 2 discussed in Section 1.3. The utility of an itemset here is its

revenue.

For an itemsetI 2 I(D), U(I;D) = price(I;D)� support(I;D).

Whenprice is kept constant, the utility of an itemset is determined by itssupport.

That is, for all itemsets with the same price, an itemset with a greater support is

preferred over an itemset with lesser support. Hence,price can be called a subutility

function.
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Similarly, for itemsets with the same support, an itemset with greater price is pre-

ferred over one that has lesser price. Hencesupport can be called a subutility func-

tion as well.

The revenue utility function is a multiplicative composition of subutility functions

price and support.

2. The utility function in this example is composed of sub-utility functions that range

over different transaction databases, or different subsets of the same transaction

database, to be more precise.

Consider a store which records buyer histories, where a buyer history is simply the

set of all items the buyer has bought thus far at the store. One way to recommend

products to a user is to mine histories of other buyers that are similar to his. Suppose

a userA has bought the itemsa; b; andc so far. His buyer history is the setH =

fa; b; cg. It is likely thatA would be interested in other products bought by users

who also bought one or more ofa; b andc. The set of all buyer histories that have

an item or more in common withA’s history can be mined. The greater the overlap

betweenA’s history and another buyer historyH 0, the more likely it is thatA will

like other items in the setH 0. For instance, it is more likely thatA will like other

items on a buyer history that contained all three items,a; b; andc than those on a

buyer history that had only two items in common, saya andb. However, within the

set of all buyer histories that havea; b andc in common withH, the more frequent an

itemset is, the better a candidate it is for recommendation. The utility of an itemset

to be recommended to the buyerA can then be expressed as a function of the overlap

betweenH and the buyer histories it occurs in and its frequency in such datasets.

The best itemsets w.r.t such a utility function can be recommended to the user.
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The utility function for this problem is composed as follows: Let the length of

the user historyjHj = k. The transaction databaseD is divided intok subsets,

D1; D2:::Dk, such thatDi for 1 � i � k consists of those transactions that have

preciselyi items in common withH. k sub-utility functions,SU1:::SUk are speci-

fied, where theith sub-utility function ranges overDi. Given an itemsetI,

SUi(I;Di) = i� support(I;Di)=jDij

HereSUi is the contribution to the utility of the itemset from theith sub-database.

The utility function is composed from these subutility functions as:

U(I) = SU1(I;D1) + SU2(I;D2):::+ SUk(I;Dk).

7.2 Monotonicity and Sub-utility functions

While mining with a utility functionU , its composition from the subutility functions and

their characteristics can be used to prune parts of the search space. For instance, the rev-

enue utility function,U(I;D) = revenue(I;D) = price(I;D)�support(I;D) discussed

in Section 7.1, is neither monotonically increasing nor monotonically decreasing. How-

ever it is a multiplicative composition of a monotonically increasingprice function and a

monotonically decreasingsupport function. We examine how monotonicity of subutility

functions may be used in pruning the search space and study the multiplicative composition

of a utility function from monotonically increasing or monotonically decreasing subutility

functions.

We examine the composition of a utility functionU from two subutility functionsSU1

andSU2. The composition is one of addition, multiplication, subtraction and division. The

composition operator is denoted byÆ and is one off+;�; = and�g.
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LetU = SU1 ÆSU2. We examine the nature ofU for the composition of monotonically

increasing and monotonically decreasing subutility functions using the subutility operators

discussed above.

1. U is the sum or product of two monotonically increasing subutility functionsSU1

andSU2. We claim thatU is monotonically increasing.

Claim When bothSU1 andSU2 are monotonically increasing andÆ is either the

addition or the multiplication operator,U is monotonically increasing.

Proof Let the� be the set of all items that occur in an�-projected databaseD�. For

anyb 2 2�,

SU1(� [ b;D) � SU1(�)

SU2(� [ b;D) � SU2(�)

Let Æ be the addition operator,+.

SU1(� [ b;D)� SU1(�) � 0

SU2(� [ b;D)� SU2(�) � 0

Adding the two equations above,

SU1(� [ b;D)� SU1(�) + SU2(� [ b;D)� SU2(�) � 0

(SU1(� [ b;D) + SU2(� [ b;D))� (SU2(�) + SU1(�)) � 0

U(� [ b;D)� U(�;D) � 0)

HenceU is monotonically increasing.

WhenÆ is the multiplication operator, the result can be proved along similar lines as

follows:

SU1(� [ b;D)=SU1(�) � 1
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SU2(� [ b;D)=SU2(�) � 1

Multiplying the above two equations

(SU1(� [ b;D)=SU1(�))� (SU2(� [ b;D)=SU2(�)) � 1

(SU1(� [ b;D)� SU2(� [ b;D)) � (SU1(�)� SU2(�))

(U(� [ b;D) � U(�)

Therefore,U is monotonically increasing.

2. U is the sum or product of two monotonically decreasing subutility functionsSU1

andSU2. We claim thatU is monotonically decreasing.

When bothSU1 andSU2 are monotonically decreasing andÆ is one off+;�g, U is

monotonically decreasing.

Proof

The proof is similar to the one presented in Case 1 above.

3. WhenU is composed of a monotonically increasing and a monotonically decreasing

utility function by the subtraction or division operator, we claim thatU is monotoni-

cally increasing.

Claim When ofSU1 andSU2, saySU1 is monotonically increasing and the other,

SU2, is monotonically decreasing, andÆ is one of the subtraction or division opera-

tors,U is monotonically increasing.

Proof

Let � be the set of all items that occurs in an�-projected database,D�. For any

b 2 2�,

SU1(� [ b) � SU1(�)
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SU2(� [ b) � SU2(�)

Let Æ be the subtraction operator,�.

SU1(� [ b)� SU1(�) � 0

SU2(�)� SU2(� [ b) � 0

Adding the above two equations,

(SU1(� [ b)� (SU2(� [ b))� (SU1(�)� SU2(�)) � 0

U(� [ b) � U(�)

WhenÆ is the division operator=,

SU1(� [ b)=SU1(�) � 1

SU2(�)=SU2(� [ b) � 1

Multiplying the above two equations,

(SU1(� [ b)=SU2(� [ b)) � (SU1(�)=SU2(�))

(U(� [ b) � U(�))

Therefore,U is monotonically increasing.

In the above cases,U turned out to be monotonically increasing or monotonically de-

creasing. The interesting cases are those where the composition of monotonically increas-

ing or monotonically decreasing sub-utility functions gives rise to a utility function which

is neither monotonically increasing nor monotonically decreasing. In such cases, the upper

bound on the value ofU can be obtained from the bounds on the values of its subutility

functions. Projected databases where the upper bound on the utility value is less than the

utility threshold at the time they are being examined can be pruned away from the search

space.
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1. WhenU is composed of two monotonically increasing subutility functions by sub-

traction or division operators, we claim thatU is neither monotonically increasing

nor monotonically decreasing.

Claim When bothSU1 andSU2 are monotonically increasing andÆ is one off�; =g,

U is neither monotonically increasing nor monotonically decreasing.

Proof

Let � be the set of all items that occurs in an�-projected database,D�(R). For any

b 2 2�,

SU1(� [ b) � SU1(�)

SU2(� [ b) � SU2(�)

SinceÆ is one off�; =g, we cannot say whetherSU1(�[b)ÆSU2(�[b) � SU1(�)Æ

SU2(�) or SU1(� [ b) Æ SU2(� [ b) � SU1(�) Æ SU2(�) .

HenceU is neither monotonically increasing nor monotonically decreasing.

We now make the following claim:

Claim SU1(� [ �;D) Æ SU2(�;D) is an upper bound onU in D� whenÆ is� or =.

Proof Let Æ be the subtraction operator,�. For any itemsetb 2 2�,

SU1(� [ �) � SU1(� [ b)

SU2(� [ b) � SU2(�)

Adding the above two equations,

SU1(� [ �)� SU2(�) � (SU1(� [ b)� SU2(� [ b))

SU1(� [ �)� SU2(�) � U(� [ b)

We can now use this upper bound for pruning the search space as is discussed below.
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Let p be the point of time just whenD�(R) begins to be mined. LetUT (p) be the

value of the threshold utility function atp.

If SU1(�[�;D) ÆSU2(�;D) < UT (p), the�[ b-projected database can be pruned

from the search space.

If SU1(� [ �)� SU2(�) � UT (p) thenU(� [ b) � UT (p).

Hencef� [ bg-projected databases do not have to be generated for any itemb 2 �.

The results are similar whenÆ is the division operator.

2. WhenU is composed using one of the operatorsf�; =g and two monotonically de-

creasing utility functions we make the following claim:

Claim When bothSU1 andSU2 are monotonically decreasing andÆ is one off�; =g,

U is neither monotonically increasing nor monotonically decreasing.

Proof Let � be the set of all items that occurs in an�-projected database,D�(R).

For anyb 2 2�,

SU1(� [ b) � SU1(�)

SU2(� [ b) � SU2(�)

SinceÆ is one off�; =g, we cannot say whetherSU1(�[b)ÆSU2(�[b) � SU1(�)Æ

SU2(�) or SU1(� [ b) Æ SU2(� [ b) � SU1(�) Æ SU2(�) .

HenceU is neither monotonically increasing nor monotonically decreasing.

Let p be the point of time whenD�(R) is beginning to be mined. LetUT (p) be the

value of the threshold utility function atp.

Claim If SU1(�;D) Æ SU2(� [ �;D) � UT (p), then the�-projected database can

be pruned from the search space.
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For any itemset inD�, the value ofSU1 will be less thanSU1(�). The value ofSU2

will be greater thanSU2(� [ �;D). Hence,SU1(�;D) Æ SU2(� [ �;D) is an upper

bound on the value ofU in D�, whenÆ is� or =.

Proof Let Æ be the subtraction operator�.

For any itemsetb 2 2�,

SU1(�) � SU1(� [ b)

SU2(� [ b) � SU2(� [ �)

SU1(�)� SU1(� [ b) � 0

SU2(� [ b)� SU2(� [ �) � 0

Adding the above two equations:

SU1(�)� SU2(� [ �)� (SU1(� [ b)� SU2(� [ b)) � 0

SU1(�)� SU2(� [ �) � U(� [ b)

If SU1(�)� SU2(� [ �) < UT (p) thenU(� [ b) < UT (p)

The proof is on similar lines, whenÆ is the division operator=.

Hence children projected databases ofD� do not have to be mined.

3. We now examine the composition ofU from one monotonically increasing and one

monotonically decreasing utility function.

Claim When one ofSU1; SU2, saySU1, is monotonically increasing and the other,

SU2 is monotonically decreasing,U is neither monotonically increasing nor mono-

tonically decreasing.

Proof Let � be the set of all items that occur in an�-projected database,D�(R). Let

b 2 2�
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SU1(� [ b) � SU1(�)

SU2(� [ b) � SU2(�)

WhenÆ is one off+; �:�; =g, we cannot say whetherU(�[b) � U(�) orU(�[b) �

U(�).

HenceU is neither monotonically increasing nor monotonically decreasing.

At the point of time,p, whenD� is being mined, letUT (p) be the value of the

threshold utility function.

Claim If SU1(� [ �;D) Æ SU2(�;D) < UT (p), then the�-projected database can

be pruned from the search space.

For any itemset inD�, the value ofSU1 will be less than the value ofSU1(�[ �;D)

and the value ofSU2 will be less thanSU2(�). HenceSU1(� [ �;D) Æ SU2(�;D)

is an upper bound on the value ofU in D� whenÆ is+ or�.

Proof

For anyb 2 2�,

SU1(� [ �) � SU1(� [ b)

SU2(� [ b) � SU2(�)

If Æ is the addition operator,+,

SU1(� [ �)� SU1(� [ b) � 0

SU2(�)� SU2(� [ b) � 0

Adding the above two equations,

SU1(� [ �) + SU2(�) � SU1(� [ b) + SU2(� [ b)

SU1(� [ �) + SU2(�) � U(� [ b)
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Therefore, ifSU1(� [ �) + SU2(�) < UT (p),

U(� [ b) < UT (p)

The proof is similar for the multiplication operator,�.

Therefore, ifSU1(� [ �) + SU2(�) < UT (p), none of the child projected databases

of D�(R) have to be mined.

Example

Consider revenue utility function discussed in section 7.1.

For an itemsetI 2 I(D), U(I;D) = price(I;D)� support(I;D).

Let SU1(I;D) = price(I;D) andSU2(I;D) = support(I;D).

Suppose we’re examining thefb; fg-projected database show in Figure 5.1. The max-

imum valueSU2 can take inDfb;fg is support(fb; fg; D) = 4. The maximum valueSU1

can take inDfb;fg is price(fb; f; g; h; i; jg; D) = 8. HenceU cannot have a value greater

than32 in Dfb;fg.

Now suppose at the timep, whenDfb;fg is being examinedUT (p) = 40. Any itemset

mined fromDfb;fg will have a utility less than or equal to32. HenceDfb;fg can be pruned

from the search space.

7.3 Subutility Functions Over Multiple Transaction Databases

Section 7.2 discussed subutility functions that can be defined over a subset of features that

the utility function was defined on. However, they all ranged over the same transaction

databaseD. A single FP-Tree was constructed forD and as each itemset was generated,

the values of all subutility functions were calculated for the itemset.
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In this section, we consider utility functions composed of subutility functions that are

defined over different subsets of the transaction databaseD. Each subutility function only

depends on the subset transaction database it is defined on. Hence each subset of the

transaction database can be mined separately for its subutility function. The subutility

values of an itemset are then composed into its utility value.

Example For Example 2 discussed in Section 7.1, an FP-Tree can be constructed for each

sub-databaseDi and can be mined independently. The subutility values obtained from the

subdatabases are combined to obtain the utility of an itemset.

WhenH = fa; b; cg, D is divided into three subdatabases,D1; D2 andD3. D1 con-

tains all histories that have exactly one itemset in common withH. D2 contains histories

that have exactly two itemsets in common withH andD3 contains histories that have

exactly three itemsets in common withH. D1; D2 andD3 are mined separately.

7.4 Mining Multiple FP-Trees with sub-utility functions

Consider a utility functionU is composed ofk sub utility functionsSU1::SUk asU =

SU1 Æ SU2::: Æ SUk, such that each sub utility functionSUj; for 1 � j � k is calculated

over subdatabaseDj andÆ 2 f+;�g. That is, whenÆ = +, U is the sum ofk subutility

functions and whenÆ = �, U is the product ofk subutility functions.

The utility of an itemsetX 2 I therefore is

U(X;D) = SU1(X;D1) Æ SU2(X;D2)::: Æ SUk(X;Dk).

An FP-TreefpDj(R) is constructed for eachDj. The FP-Trees are mined indepen-

dently. The sub utility value for each itemsetX that can be generated fromfpDj(R) is

calculated asSUj(X;Dj). The utility of an itemset is obtained by combining its subutility
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values obtained from all the FP-Trees.

The simplest way to mine the FP-Trees is to mine them one at a time, fromD1 toDk,

calculating the subutility value for every itemset generated from the FP-Tree. A priority

queue is used to store itemsets generated. LetDj, 1 < j � k be the sub-database that

completed mining most recently. The priority of the itemset on the priority queue is defined

as:

SU1 Æ ::: Æ SUj.

An itemset’s priority therefore keeps track of its the part of its utility calculated thus far.

The algorithmutil � nbest�multiple is discussed below.

Algorithm util � nbest�multiple

Inputs

1. A utility functionU

2. k sub utility functionsSU1:::SUk.

3. The composition operatorÆ, which either+ or� such thatU = SU1 ÆSU2::: ÆSUk.

4. A transaction databaseD.

5. k FP-TreesFPD1(R):::FPDk(R).

Output

N itemsets fromI(D) best w.r.tU .

Method

1. Create a priority queuePQ.

2. for 1 � j � k do
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Mine fpDj(R). For every itemsetI generated, findI on PQ. Let priority be I ’s

priority onPQ. SetI ’s priority to bepriority Æ SUj(I;Dj).

3. Return theN itemsets with greatest priority fromPQ.

Analysis of the algorithm Mining each FP-Tree takes worst-case timeO(N � 2N�1)

wherejCj = N . Since there arek trees,util � nbest �multiple takes timeO(kN 2N�1).

In practice, however, we expect that the size of each smaller FP-Tree will be much less, so

the algorithm will take much less than the worst-case time.

7.4.1 Pruning Search Space

Section 7.2 discussed composition of a utility function from sub-utility functions that were

mined on the same FP-Tree. When the subutility functions were either monotonically in-

creasing or monotonically decreasing, ways to obtain upper bounds on utility functions

composed from them and the use of utility thresholds to prune the search space were dis-

cussed. The same ideas can be applied to monotonic subutility functions described over

different subdatabases, if all the FP-Trees representing the subdatabases are constructed

using the same order and they are all mined in parallel as explained.

LetU be composed from two utility functions,SU1 andSU2. Let each ofSU1 andSU2

be either monotonically increasing or monotonically decreasing.D1 andD2 are mined in

parallel as follows.

Consider the�-projected databases,D1� andD2�. An upper bound on the utility value

U for itemsets prefixed with� is obtained from the maximum valuesSU1 andSU2 take in

D1 andD2 respectively, as described in Section 7.2. If upper bound does not exceed the

utility threshold, thenD1 andD2 are eliminated from the search space. Otherwise, each of
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D1� andD2� is split up into its child projected databases. Each child projected database

is then examined in the same way.

WhenU is composed of more than two monotonic subutility functions using the com-

position operators+ or�, the maximum and minimum values of these subutility functions

in their projected subdatabases can be used to derive an upper bound onU . If this upper

bound does not exceed the utility threshold, then the projected subdatabases are pruned

from the search space.

Example The product recommendation example was discussed in Section 1.2 and ear-

lier in this section, in Section 7.4. Here each subutility functionSUj for 1 � j � jHj is

monotonically decreasing. Suppose the�-projected database is being mined, then calculate

U(�;D) as the sum ofSUj(�;Dj). If U(�;D) is less than the utility threshold, pruneDj�

for 1 � j � jHj.

The algorithm to mine FP-Trees in parallel is presented below.

Algorithm util � rank �multiple� parallel

Inputs

1. A utility functionU composed ofk subutility functionsSU1:::SUk

2. The operatorÆ 2 f+;�g

3. k FP-TreesfpD1(R):::FpDk(R), each representing a subdatabase.

4. N , the number of itemsets to be returned.

Output N itemsets fromI(D) with the best utility values w.r.tU .

Method

1.
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2. Create a size-bounded priority-queue of sizeN . pqN = create(N).

3. Callmine�multiple(ffpD1�(R):::fpDk�(R)g; U; pqN ; N).

4. ReturnpqN :rankElements().

Algorithm mine�multiple

Inputs

1. k FP-Trees representing,fpD1�:::fpDk�.

2. A utility functionU composed ofk subutility functionsSU1 Æ ::: Æ SUk .

3. A size bounded priority queuepqN .

4. N the number of items being mined for.

Output

The size-bounded priority queuepqN .

Method

1. Letumin represent the value of the utility threshold at timep, when the�-projected

databases are being examined.

2. If there are more thanN items onPQ

(a) Setumin to the minimum utility of theN itemsets onpqN .

(b) Calculate an upper bound on the valueU . This is done by calculating maximum

or minimum valuesSUj, 1 � j � k can take inDj� and using the composition

operatorsÆ.

(c) If the upper bound onU is less thanumin, return.
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3. For each itemi 2 C in follow(�;R), do

(a) CalculateU(f� [ ig; D) from the subutility functions.

(b) Addf� [ ig to PQ with priority U(f� [ ig; D).

4. Split each of thek FP-Trees into their child projected databases.

5. For each itemi 2 follow(�;R), callmine�multiple(ffpD1f�[ig(R):::fpDkf�[ig(R)gU; pqN ; N)

Analysis of the Algorithm This algorithm takes timeO(kN 2N�1) in the worst case.

We expect pruning to improve time taken in the average case.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

Traditional threshold guided pattern mining requires the user to specify thresholds over

the values of attributes of itemsets and all patterns meeting the threshold are returned.

Specification of thresholds is not an easy or precise task. The user usually has to make a

guess and then adjust thresholds depending on whether too few or too many patterns were

returned. Threshold guided pattern mining also assumes a fixed level of interest, in that all

itemsets that meet the threshold are interesting and those that do not are not.

In this work we proposed the use of the decision theoretic-concept of utility and for-

mulated several pattern mining problems that use utility functions. Utility functions are a

natural expression of user preferences. They help capture user preferences precisely. An

appropriate utility-guided pattern mining problem can be chosen to express user focus.

In this work, we examined the problem of mining itemsets with best utility values in

detail. This problem is particularly interesting since itemsets with the best utility values

are analogous to rational actions, in that they are the itemsets that are most preferred by the

user. They provide maximal utility according to the utility function the user has defined.

We used the concepts of lexicographic tree of itemsets and projected databases as data
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representation for utility-guided mining. We used FP-Trees for the implementation of pro-

jected databases. We presented a top down approach of mining FP-Trees by splitting the

FP-Tree into its child projected databases. This way of mining an FP-Tree takes timeO(bd)

whend is the average depth of the nodes in the tree andb is the average branching factor.

The traditionalfp � growth algorithm takes timeO(d � bd) to generate child-projected

databases. Thus our agorithm provides a speed-up ofO(h).

The algorithmutil � nbest � fp has the worst-case performance time ofN 2N�1. For

an FP-Tree where the average depth of its nodes isd and the average branching factor isb,

the performance measure isO(d� bd).

We studied monotonicity properties of utility functions and the composition of utility

functions from sub-utility functions. Monotonicity properties of utility functions and use

of sub-utility functions allow projected databases to be pruned out of the search space, thus

making mining faster.

An interesting family of utility functions is those that are composed over sub-utility

functions over sub transaction databases. Here FP-Trees can be built for the sub transaction

databases and they can be mined independently of one another. The utility of an itemset

is calculated from its subutilities in the sub databases. we examined a composition of

the utility function as the sum or product of sub-utility functions overK sub databases.

There was a factor ofk increase in the time taken in the worst case, when each FP-Tree is

maximal. However, in practice, we expect the FP-Trees for the sub databases to be much

smaller and provide a speed up.

This work is an initial exploration of utility-guided pattern mining. Several areas re-

lated to utility-guided pattern mining can benefit from further study. Properties of utility
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functions and their usage in pruning the search space can be studied. The properties of com-

position of utility functions from sub utility functions need to be examined further. Prop-

erties of utility functions composed from multiple sub utility functions over sub databases

need to be studied further. One such interesting problem is studying the composition of

the utility function from sub-utility functions over different sub databases using multiple

operators, studying the associations between these operators and how they might be used

while mining multiple FP-Trees and combining the results.
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